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Abstract 
In this paper we state Green type formulas for nonadapted processes with respect to 
"anticipating semimartingales", ay U, in the Stratonovich and the Skorohod formulation. To 
this end we develop some notions of anticipating stochastic calculus with respect to U, based on 
multiple and line integrals. The basic ingredients are a Hu-Meyerformula for multiple integrals 
with respect o U and a Fubini theorem for the multiple Stratonovich integral. 
Keywords: Anticipating stochastic alculus; Skorohod integral; Stratonovich integral; Trace; 
Green formulas 
O. Introduction 
This paper deals with problems concerning anticipating stochastic alculus with 
respect o generalized (nonadapted) semimartingales. Let T = [0, 1] 2 and W = { IV=, 
z e T } be the Brownian sheet. Consider stochastic processes u = {u=, z • T }, v = {v=, 
z • T }, not necessarily adapted to the natural filtration associated with W. Set 
Uz= fR u,odW, + fR V, dr, (0.1) 
z z 
where Rz = (0,z], z eT, where the stochastic integral in (0.1) (resp. (0.2)) is 
a Stratonovich (resp. Skorohod) integral. 
Our  aim has been to establish a Green-Stratonovich formula for anticipating 
processes with respect o U as well as its Skorohod counterpart (see Theorem 2.3.4). 
That means, a formula relating "line" and "surface" stochastic integrals with respect o 
U (resp. V). The case of adapted integrands and v = 0, u = 1 has been studied in the 
basic paper on two-parameter processes by Cairoli and Walsh (1975). The same 
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situation, but allowing nonadaptedness of the integrands, has been recently 
considered in Sol6 and Utzet (1991). The extension presented in this paper needs as 
first ingredients the notions of multiple integrals for anticipating processes, in the 
Stratonovich and the Skorohod sense, with respect to processes given by (0.1) or (0.2), 
as well as line integrals. 
Fubini's theorem seems to be a useful tool for proving Green's formula. Although 
that result is almost obvious for the multiple Skorohod integral, it is not the case for 
the Stratonovich one. A way to establish the iteration property for the Stratonovich 
integral consists in analyzing first the relation between the multiple Skorohod and 
Stratonovich integrals and then trying to transfer the iteration property from 
Skorohod to Stratonovich. This program entails essentially two problems: the study 
of trace type terms and the iteration of such traces. 
Here is a brief description of the sections of this work. Section 1 is devoted to 
introducing the different kinds of anticipating stochastic ntegrals we have mentioned 
before; we also define and study the "trace" terms relating the Skorohod and 
Stratonovich formulation. In particular, we prove an iteration property for these 
terms. Section 2 is devoted to proving the result which motivates this work: 
a Green-Stratonovich formula. First we give a precise formula relating the 
second-order Skorohod and Stratonovich integral with respect o U. This result is 
analogous to a classical one by Hu and Meyer relating the multiple It6 and 
Stratonovich integral (see Delgado and Sanz-Sol6 (1992) for an extension to 
anticipating integrands) and, for this reason, we call it a Hu-Meyer type formula. 
With this tool and the iteration property of the traces we are able to prove a Fubini 
theorem for the Stratonovich integral with respect o U and, then, the Green formula 
follows easily. Finally, as an application, we derive an It6-Stratonovich formula (see 
Thieullen (1991) for related work). We close the paper with some remarks and 
indications on the Skorohod analogue of our results. 
1. Anticipating stochastic integrals for generalized semimartingales 
In this section we introduce the notion of multiple anticipating integrals, in the 
Skorohod and in the Stratonovich sense, with respect to processes written in the form 
(0.2) or (0.1), respectively. In both cases we try to follow the same pattern as for 
integrals with respect to the Wiener process. We define an operator giving the 
first-order Skorohod integral with respect o V and we identify its adjoint operator, 
denoted by D v. The adjoint of the kth iterate of D v provides a definition for the 
kth-order Skorohod integral with respect to V. The definition of the multiple 
Stratonovich integral with respect o U is the natural extension of Stratonovich 
integrals with respect o W (see, for instance, Delgado and Sanz-Sol~ 1992; Nualart 
and Pardoux, 1988; So16 and Utzet, 1990). It is important to know for which classes of 
processes the Stratonovich integral can be defined and related with the Skorohod 
integral. A first result in this direction has been given in Nualart and Pardoux (1988, 
Theorem 7.3). The essential ingredient is the existence of some trace type term. We 
analyze this concept in the kth-order situation, in particular we present an integral 
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representation for the traces. This result provides a useful tool which allows us to state 
a property on iteration of traces. 
We start with some preliminaries and basic notation. Let (T, Y )  be a measurable, 
separable space endowed with a finite, atomless measure # and let W = {W(B), 
B • 3"- } be a Gaussian process defined on some probabil ity space (f2, ~ ,  P), with zero 
mean and covariance given by E[W(BI)W(B2)] = #(Blc~B2), B1, B2 • Y .  
Assume that f f  is the a-field generated by the process W. For  any functional 
F • L2(O, i f ,  P) we have the Wiener chaos expansion 
F = ~ l~,(f,,), 
•=0 
with Io(fo)= E(F), and where lm(f,~) denotes the multiple I t6-Wiener  integral of 
a symmetric function fm• LE(T '% In the sequel _t = (tl, ..., tn) denotes a point in T n. 
For  any k • N the kth Malliavin derivative of F • L2(Q) is defined as the element of 
L2(T k x fl) given by 
oo 
D k F = m~=k (m m! - - k)! I,~-k(fm,, . ), 
whenever the series converges in L2(T k X g2). The domain of the operator D k is 
Dk'2 = FeL2(Q) :  2 (E[]lD'iFllZ2~r')]) 1/2 < oo , (1.1) 
j= l  
and is dense in L2(~). Furthermore, D~ defines a closed operator. Its adjoint operator 
is the kth Skorohod integral, which is denoted by 5 k. 
In the sequel k and n will denote positive integers. Moreover,  we will consider the 
case T - - [0 ,  1] 2 with the natural order structure defined coordinatewise. The 
following notation will be used. Given z = (s, t) and z' = (s', t'), z, z' e [0, 1] 2, we write 
z I z' if s ~< s' and t >/t' ,  and in this case, z v z' = (s', t). We will deal with the following 
order relations: 
zR lz  ' .*:. z<~z', zR2z ' ~ zJ_z', 
zR3z  ' ¢:> z '~z ,  zR4z ' .~ z'_Lz. 
For any z • [0, 1] 2, R~ denotes the rectangle (0,z] = {z': 0 < z' ~< z}. 
In most of the situations concerning the Skorohod integral it is more convenient to 
deal with some subspaces of Dora ($k. The next definitions collect those which are 
needed in our work. 
Definition 1.1. (a) 0_7, '2 is the set of processes in L2(Tk; Dnk'2). 
(b) D-7, '~ is the set of processes X • L~(T k × f2) such that kh liD XIIL~{r ...... ×Q) < ~,  
for any 1 ~< h ~< n. 
The spaces 0_7, '2 are used in the stochastic alculus concerning the kth Skorohod 
integral. By convention B_~ '2 = L2(O). For  k = 1 we will drop the subscript k in (a) 
and (b). 
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Consider stochastic processes u---{uz, z eT} ,  v = {v,, z eT}  satisfying the 
following conditions: For any z e T, the process ula~ belongs to Dora6 and 
ST [vz[ dz < ~ a.s. Set V = (u, v) to denote 
V~= fs  u,dW, + fR v, dr. (1.2) 
z z 
Our next aim is to define the multiple Skorohod integral of a process X in L2(T g x Q) 
with respect o the process V = (u, v). 
Let X EL2(T x •) be such that Xu eDomt~ and STIX, v,I dr < ~ a.s. We define the 
Skorohod integral of X with respect o V as 
6v(x) := ~(Xu) + frXrv, dr. (1.3) 
By Theorem 3.1 of Jolis and Sanz-Sol6 (1992), if u e ]_1.® and v ~ L2(T x Q), then 
L 1,2 c Dora6 v. Hence 3 r defines an operator on L2(T x ~) taking values in L2(Q) 
whose domain is dense in L2(T × Q). Denote by D r the adjoint operator. Then 
DomD r is the set of elements F eL2(~) such that there exists c/> 0 with 
Ig(F6v(X))l <~ c IIXIIL'(T×~, 
for any X e Dom 6 v. Moreover, for any F e Dom D v, DV F is an element of L 2(T × g2) 
uniquely determined by the duality relation 
E(F3v(x)) = (DVF, X>LZ(T xO), 
for any X e Dora 3 v. 
Let X e 0_ L2 and F eDomD. Then (1.3) and the duality between 8 and D yield 
E(F6v(X))= E(F6(Xu)+Ff rX ,v ,  dr ) 
= EfT[(D,F)X,u, + Fv, X,]dr. 
Consequently, F e Dom D v and 
DVF = u,D,F + Fv,. (1.4) 
We define D k'v by iteration, that means, 
Dk,  v = DVo k.oDV" 
Using (1.4) it is easy to prove that, if for a.e. t ~ T, the random variables ut and 
vt belong to Dom D k-  1, then Dora D k c Dora O k'v. Consequently, Dora D k'V is dense in 
L2(£2). 
Definition 1.2. Let V = (u, v) with u e H)' ~ and v ~ L°~(T x f2). Fix k e Z +. Assume that 
for a.e. t the random variables ut and vt belong to Dora D R- 1. We define the multiple 
Skorohod integral of order k with respect to V, 6 V, as the adjoint operator of D k'v. More 
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precisely 6v is an operator defined on L2(Tkxf2),  taking values on L2(O), whose 
domain is given by the elements X ~ L2(T k × f2) such that there exists c >~ 0 with 
(Dk'VF, X)L2(TkxO) ~ cIIFIIL~), 
for any F eDomD k'v. 
Furthermore, if X e Dora 6 v, 6V(x) is determined by the duality relation 
E(Fav(x)) = (Dk'VF, X)L~T~× n). (1.5) 
=.dV for 6~(X). We will also use the notation ST~XdV k 
The next proposition establishes a Fubini theorem for the Skorohod integral 
introduced in the preceding definition. Its proof is based on (1.5) and is left to the 
reader. 
Proposition 1.3. Let X ~L2(Tk+Jxf2) for some integers k, j >>. 1, V = (u,v) with 
u E LI.~ and v eL~(T  x f2). Furthermore, assume 
(a) for a.e. t e T, ut, vt ~ Dom D k + j-1, 
(b) for a.e. seT  k, X (s , . )~Dom6 v,
(c) 6V(X(s,. )) ~ Dom 6 v. 
Then X ~ Dom 6v+j and 6v+j(X) = 6v(fv(x)). 
Assume u e L k'°° and v e ~_k-l,~, k ~> 1, where L° '~= L~(T  x t2). The preceding 
proposition shows inductively that, under those hypotheses, L~'2 a Dom 6 v. 
Let us now consider the Stratonovich case. First we need some notation. We denote 
by n any partition of T = [0, 1] 2, n = {zl, i = 1, ..., r~}. The rectangles determined by 
the points zi of the grid will be denoted by Ai and by A 2 the set A~ x Ai. For a real 
function fdefined on T, f(Ai) denotes the increment of f in  the sense of distribution 
functions. Given a Borel set A of T, IAI means its Lebesgue measure. The grid n is 
determined by the product of two grids n~l )={O=s l< ... <s , ,+ l= l} ,  
n~2) = {0 = ta < "'" < t,2+1 = 1} of [0, 1]. We define the mesh o fn  as 
I•l -- ~ max Isi+l - sil + max Itj+l - til}. 
{1 <~ i<<.r~ 1 <~j<~r 2 
We recall the definition of the simple Stratonovich integral (see Definition 7.1 in 
Nualart and Pardoux, 1988). A process X = {Xt, t ~ T } in L2(T × f2) is said to be 
Stratonovich integrable if 
{S~(X)=~A~l(fJ,Xtdt)W(A~)'npartiti°n°fT}~=l 
converges in L2(I2) as I~l --' 0. The set of processes Stratonovich integrable is denoted 
by DomP. Assume now that UlR~ belongs to DomP for any z ~ T and Sr]v~ldz < go 
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a.s. Let U = (u s, v) be the process defined by 
U'= fR u ' °dW'+ ~ v, dr. (1.6) 
Definition 1.4. Let X= {Xt_,t_eT k} be a stochastic process in L2(Tk×Q) and 
n a partition of T. Set 
il ..... i~=l [3/11 "'" [AiJ ~,× .... dr '
X is said to be k-Stratonovich integrable with respect o U if the family {S~'k(X), 
n partition of T } converges in L2(I2) as M --, 0. We call this limit the k-Stratonovich 
integral of the process X with respect to U = (u s, v), and it will be denoted by Ig'v(x). 
We also use the notation Sr, XodU o k =. °dU for I~,'U(X). The set of processes for 
which such an integral can be defined is denoted by DomI~ 'v. We will write P'v(X) 
when k = 1. 
Remarks .  
(1.5) In the preceding definition, the random variable l~,'v(x) can be obtained, 
equivalently, as the limit of {s~k(x),  n >>. 1} for any increasing sequence of partitions 
{nn, n/> 1} of T such that lim,_~ ~ In.I -- 0. 
(1.6) The process X belongs to Dom I~ "v if and only if its symmetrization ,g belongs 
to Oomll  'v. In this case, I~,'V(x) = l~'v(X). 
(1.7) Assume that in (1.6), u --- 1 and v -- 0. Some results concerning the multiple 
Stratonovich integral in this particular case are given in So16 and Utzet (1990) and 
Delgado and Sanz-Sol6 (1992). This integral is denoted by I~,. 
The Stratonovich anticipating calculus needs more restrictive spaces than those 
introduced previously, in order to ensure the existence of traces in a sense to be 
specified later. Indeed, let us recall some known facts. 
Def in i t ion  1.8. We denote by ~-c 1'2 the set of processes X in k 1'2 such that 
(1.8.1) esssup IlDtXsl]v(a) < ~. 
t , s  
(1.8.2) There exists a neighborhood V of the set {(t, s) e T 2: t = s} such that, for any 
i e { 1, 2, 3,4}, there exists a version of DX such that the mapping (t, s) ~ DtXs, defined 
on Vc~{(t, s) e T 2: s R i t} and taking its values on L2(12), is continuous in the variable 
s uniformly in t. 
and 
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For X e 0_~ '2 we can define 
(D")X)t = L2(f2) - lira D,X~, s R ~ t, (1.8) 
S~t 
(V~oX), =-~ (o"~x),. 
i=1  
(1.9) 
1 f~ D, Xsdrds 
exists and 
P(X) = 6(X) + To, l(X). 
Furthermore 
To,~ (X) = fT ( V~X)~ dr. 
For T = [0, 1] the analogue of the space l_) "2 has been introduced in Nualart and 
Pardoux (1988, Definition 7.2). 
The next proposition relates the simple Stratonovich integral with respect to 
U = (u s, v) of a process X e 9_~ '2 with integrals of the Skorohod type. 
Proposit ion 1.9. Let X be a process belonging to ~-1c'2 and U = (uS, v). Assume 
u~l-~'2c~D-x'~,D(°u,v~L~(T xf2), for any i= 1,2,3,4. Then, X eDomP'Vc~Dom6 v 
and 
Is'V(x)=b(Xu) + fT(V~X),u, dr + fTX,(V~u),dr + frX,v,  dr (1.10) 
= 3V(X) + fr(V~X),u, dr. (1.11) 
1,2 If, in addition, Xu ~ U-c , u and X are continuous in L2(O) and ess supt(llXtllL2(a)) < ~, 
then 
P'V(X) = P(Xu) + fTX, v, dr. (1.12) 
Notice that (V~X), ~ L2(f2). 
1,2 Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.7 in So16 and Utzet (1991) show that, if X ~ Q-c , 
then X eDomI s. Moreover the trace of X, To.I(X), that is, the limit in L2(f2) of the 
sequence 
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Proof. Fix a sequence of grids of T, {n., n/> I}, re. = {z,, i = 1 . . . . .  r.}, whose mesh 
tends to zero as n --* ~.  We will prove the convergence in L2(f2) as n --* oo of the 
sequence 
U(A3, 
with 
n~>l ,  
U(Ai) = I'(1AiU) + f~ v, dr. 
i 
Proposit ion 4.4 and Theorem 4.7 in So16 and Utzet (1991) yield 
U(Ai) = 6(l~,u) + fa [(17°1U)r + v,]dr. 
i 
Set 
At= 
A~2= 
A"~= 
Then, 
i=1 ~ Xzdz 
1_~ Xz "" 1 dt. 
Since u and Du are bounded, Proposit ion 3.5 in Jolis and Sanz-Sol~ (1990) yields 
in the convergence of 0_ 1'2 as n --} oo. Consequently, 
6(i~=, l-~il(faiXzdz)l~iu) "3(Xu) 
as n --* ~,  in L2(O). 
Since u e L°°(T x K2), a slight modification of the proof  of Theorem 4.7 in So16 and 
Utzet (1991) shows 
i=1 ~il DtXzu, dzdt -- (V~X)zuzdz 
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in L2(~2) ,  as  n goes to infinity. Hence 
L 2 - -  lim A] = 6(Xu) + ~(V~X)~u~dz. 
Jr 
The term A~ can be written as follows: 
A"z = X~dz (V~u),ld,(r)dr. 
i=1  i 
Since 
~ 1 ( I  ~ ) 
,=~ ~1 Xzdz (V~U)lA, ~ X(17~u) 
in L2(T x f2), as n goes to infinity, it follows 
L 2 - lim A~ = ~Xz(17~u)zdz. 
n---~ oc, Jr  
Also 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
L z - ,~lim A~ = fTX~V~dz, (1.15) 
by the same arguments as before. Then, the convergences stated in (1.13), (1.14) and 
(1.15) yield the existence of the limit in L2(O) for the sequence {S~21(X), n ~> 1} as well 
as its value. Hence X ~DomP "U and (1.10) holds. It is also clear that X ~Dom6 U and 
U = (u, v + VXoU). Consequently, Eq. (1.11) is satisfied. 
Let us now finally prove (1.12). Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.7 in Sol6 and Utzet 
(1991) ensure 
P(Xu) = 6(Xu) + fr  (17~(Xu)), dr. 
Moreover 
T(V~(Xu)),dr = I [(V~X),u, + X,(V~u)r]dr. 
Indeed, D,(Xtu,) converges to (D"~X)ru, + X,(D")u), in probability as t --* r, t R i r, for 
any i e {1, 2, 3,4}. Consequently (1.12) follows from (1.10). [] 
In Proposition 2.1.5 of Section 2.1 we will prove an extension of (1.11) for double 
integrals. This generalization is not simple. Indeed, to any stochastic process 
X indexed by T 2 or, in general, by T k, we can associate different ypes of "traces" 
obtained, roughly speaking, by contraction of indices of the process itself or of the 
derivatives and the process together. In the next two definitions we precise this idea 
and we introduce the spaces where the traces exist (the analogue of [L~'2). We start by 
quoting a definition given in Delgado and Sanz-Sol~ (1992). 
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Definition 1.10. Let X = {X t,_t e T k} be a symmetr ic  process belonging to L~ '2. Fix 
j e {0, 1 . . . .  , [k /2]  } and r E {0, 1, ..., k - 2j} not  s imultaneously zero• The trace 
D-k-2j-, given by the D_l'_Z2j_,-limit of the sequence of Tj. ,(X) is the process of 1,2 
processes 
{ ~  1 fa D~sXtdt l . . .d t2 jds ld r2 j+ l . . .ds rdt2 j+,  } 
,~ ..... ij+rlAi,l "•?IAj+,I ~, ..... d,~+, - - 
corresponding to a sequence of grids {re,, n >~ I} of T = l-O, i-] 2 whose mesh tends to 
zero as n ~ ~, whenever this limit exists. 
By convention, To,o(X) = X. 
Now we introduce the spaces where the traces exist. 
. . . . .  , - -  ~-k,c(O,O) Definition 1.11. Le t je{0 ,1 ,  . , [ 'k /2]} and re{0 ,1 ,  k 2j}. Set 1.2 = l_kL2 
[l_k,c(j,r) the set of symmetr ic  and, for j and r not  s imultaneously zero, we denote by 1.2 
processes in D_~ '2 such that 
D '  X( , , ,  Ilt~.~ < o9. 
(tl ,  ..., t2 j ,  t2 j  + 1, ..., t2 j  ÷ r, $1, " " ,  St )  
(1.11.2) There exists a ne ighborhood Vj., of the set 
{(tl . . . . .  t2j, t2j+ 1, " ' ,  t2 j+r ,  S l ,  " " ,  Sr) E T 2(j+r): 
t 1 = tj+ 1, " ' ,  tj = t2j, t2j+ 1 = Sl, "'", t2j+r = St} 
such that, for any (il . . . . .  i , ,hl  . . . . .  hg) e {1,2,3,4} '+j, there exists a version of D~X 
such that the mapping 
(tl, .. , rE j ,  rE j+ 1, "" ,  t2j+r, S1, "" ,  St) ~ D '  • t2j  + I "'" t2 j  + r X(t l ,  ..- , t2 j ,  S l ,  . . -  ,Sr ,  ") '  
defined on 
Vj.r(3{(tl, ..., t2j, t2j+ 1, " ' ' ,  tEj+r, $1, "",  St) E T2tj+r): S 1 R il t2j+ 1, " " ,  
Sr R i" t2j+r, tl R hi tj+ 1, .. . ,  tj Rhj t2j}, 
1,2  and taking its values on ~-k -2 j - r ,  is cont inuous in the variables (tl . . . . .  t j, s~ . . . . .  s,) 
uni formly in (tj+ 1 . . . . .  t2j, tEj+ 1 . . . .  , t2j+r). 
1,2  For  X ~ l_k.ctj,, ) we can define 
( / -~( i l . . . i~)  V]  1.2 -- lim D[2j + (1.16) 
l / (h l  "'" hi) xx  ) ( t i  + l, . . . ,  ta j  + r, ") = ~- ~ - 2 j -  r 1 "'" t2 j  + • g ( t l  . . . . .  t2 j ,  $1 . . . . .  Sir," )~ 
as (sl, . . . , s , )~( tz j+ l ,  . . . , tz j+,)  with s lR i ' t z j+ l  . . . . .  s, Ri 't2j+,, and (tl, . . . ,t j)  
(t j+ 1, . . . ,  t2j) with tl R h' tj+ 1, . . . ,  tj R ~j tzj. We set 
1 x ' tn  ~il'i') X ~ (1•17) 
(~x) ,~ . . . . . . .  ,~ J+. ,~  = 4-V;z-,~'~,...~> '<,J . . . . . . .  '~ J+. ,~ '  
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where the sum extends to il . . . . .  i,,hx, . . . ,h j~{1,2,3,4}.  Notice that 
r 1 ,2  (VjX)~tj ....... ~:j + ,.) ~ Lk - : j - , .  Set 
[k/21 k - 2 j  
= N N I1 Lc t j ,  r). 
j=0  r=0 
For a process X in LEgk,~ all traces Ti, ,(X), j6{0,1, . . . , [k /2]},  r ~{0,1, ... ,k - 2j}, 
exist. This result will be proved in Proposit ion 1.15. 
Remarks. 
(1.12) If k = 1 the space L Ii 2 coincides with the space introduced in Definition 1.8. 
(1.13) Let k = 2 and T = [0, 1"1. The set G_ll 2 is the suitable space where the 
Stratonovich integral of order 2 can be defined (see Proposit ion 2.7 in So16 and Utzet, 
1990). It will be widely used in this paper. 
1,2  (1.14) If X ~ ~-k,c( j ,r) ,  
[ r l ( i l  ""Jr) X~ 
ess  sup  ~za'(hl...hj) Y(tj . . . . . .  t2 /+ ") []D-~ "2 • ~ 00 .  , r ,  23 r 
(t/ + 1, ...,t21, t2j + l, . . . , t2/  + r) 
Next we prove an integral representation for the trace terms. This property allow us 
to state an iteration result which is on the basis of the Fubini theorem for the 
Stratonovich integral. 
1,2  Proposition 1.15. Let X be a process belonging to kk,¢d.,). The trace Tj,,(X) exists and, 
in addition, 
Tj,~(X) = fT~+' ( WjX)(tj +, ..... t2j + r, .)dtj+ 1 " ' "  dt2/+,. (1.18) 
For k = 1 and T = [0, 1] this result has been proved in Nualart  and Pardoux (1988, 
Theorem 7.3). We need an extension to T = [0, 112, k = 2 and, consequently, for the 
traces To, I(X), To,z(X) and TI,o(X). The trace To,z(X) has been considered in Sol6 
and Utzet (1991, Theorem 4.7). The ideas of their proof can also be used in our general 
setting and provide a unified approach. 
Proof of Proposition 1.15. Given an increasing sequence of partitions of T, {n,, n ~> 1}, 
for z = (s, t) ~ A7 = (si,si+ 1] x (tl, ti+ 1] we denote by A 7"+ +(z) the subrectangle of 
A7 given by (s, s~+ 1] x (t, ti+ 1]. We will omit the upper index n, to simplify the notation. 
It holds that 
IAil ++ 1 lira ~ (zOl "'lZ'+ +(zr)l l~.(Zx) ... L .(z,)= ~,  
"~ i, ..... ir~{1 ....... } IA,,I "'" IAirl 
in the a(L I(T 9 ,L~(T  9) topology, where r, = r=. Consequently, for any bounded 
stochastic process Y = { Y;, _z e T "}, 
l imE ~, (zOl'"IA~+~+(z')[l~,(Zl)...l~,(z,)- Y~dz =0.  
. . . .  il . . . . .  ir IA . I  " "  [Ai,[ 
(1.19) 
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By the definition of the traces Tj,,(X), in order to check (1.18) it suffices to show that 
for any I e {0, ..., k - 2j - r}, 
lim Dh'( ~. d. I ...llAij +,l fd=,, × DZXtdq'"dt2jdsldt2j+l" 'ds,  dt2j+, 
--fTJ+r ( ~7 ~X) ( t J  + 1 . . . . .  t2J+'")dtj+l""dt2j+') =0'  
in L2(T k-2j-r+lx ~-~). We recall that X is a symmetric process. 
(1.20) 
The idea consists in decomposing the first integral in (1.20) according to the 
decomposit ion of V~X given in (1.17). This procedure leads to 4 j+'  terms. We will 
only consider one of them, since all are analogous. More precisely, our aim is to check 
lim E(A.) = 0, (1.21) 
?1 ~ (1o 
where 
Set 
An--  1 
,2 , .+ ,LO, ,L i ,  ..... i j+ , IA / , I ' " IA~j+, I  
X ( fA l~ + ('1) . . . . .  A+ + (ti) × A'4 + ( $ 1 ) j  " j  1 . . . . .  Ai;f(Sr) 
' '  ) D,D~Xt_ dtj+ 1 "'" dt2jdt21+ 1 "'" dtzj+, la,,(tl) "- la,,(tj)l~,,,(sx)'" l~,,,(s,) 
. r .1 )  
4= ;D~(D .4a)X)m ..... tj.s, ........ ) dr1 ...dtjdSl ...ds, dtzj+,+l...dtkd_U. 
[ fr A+ + 's ' A+ + ~s ~ A~.= ~' Izh++(t,)l '"lM+(tj)l ~ ,~ , ... ,~ , , , ,  
, - -  . . . .  - , ,  ..... ~+,  IA j . . . IA~+, l  
x l~,,(t l ) -"  ld, , ( t j ) la, , , (s l ) '"  l~o+.(s,) 
( 1 
x iA++(tl) I ++ ++ ... A++ts~ • "lAij (tj)l .j ,, ,, I% ,(s01 
P 
X 
x D~D;X t dt j+  1 "'" d te id t2 j+ 1 "'" dt2~+, 
..... ,,.,, ........ .,'~dt, ...dtjds, ...ds,]2dtej+,+x...dt, du_, Dlu(D111i~i~IX)(tlI 
/ A 
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a2 = IA ++(q)l IA, ++(tj) l  + + A + +ts~l 
. . . ,  ". .~ , - ,  , - i  . . IA. I  IA,.+~l 
1 "~r~t ir~(1,~.l)v~ 
la,~(tx) "'" la,~(tj)la,~+~(sl)"'" la,~+,(s.) -4-7-~f~. ~.~1 ~.l~J,  ...... ,j,~, ........ ) 
dt~ .--dtjds~ .--ds, dt2j+,+l "'dtkdU- 
We want to prove l im,~E(W, )=0 for i=  1,2. Schwarz's inequality applied 
repeatedly yields 
E(Al") <~ f r  ,., ,. ~ ,A~,[ ...IIA~j + rl la"(tl) "" ea'+(tj)lA"+'(S') "" la'J+'(Sr) 
l r (1 .':.1 )x {D~(D~X t - (Dtx.4a)X) . ,  ..... ,~,s, ........ o)} 2 
x dtx "" dt jds~ ... ds~. 
the definition of the space L2 ~-k,c(j.,~ (see Definition 1.11) and bounded Using (1.16), 
convergence we obtain 
lim E(A~,) = O. 
n ---~ oo  
Property (1.19) and bounded convergence also yields 
lim E(A  2) = O. 
n~oo 
Since E(A . )  ~ 2E(A1. + A.2). the proof of (1.21) is complete. [] 
The next definition is motivated by the problem of proving the iteration result on 
the traces. The idea is to introduce more uniformity on the spaces described in 
Definition 1.11 for k = 2. 
Definition 1.16. We denote by D~ '2 the space {F ~L2(~2):  esssup, IIDtFIIL2t~)< ~}.  
Set IIFII2 '2 :-- IIFII,.2ta) + esssup, llDtFflr2ta ~. We denote by 1,2 fl-2 ctO, l~,. the set of 
processes X in 1,2 fl-2.cto.x) such that 
(1.16.1) esssup IlDsX,l,,2l[] 'z < ~,  
t l , t2 ,$  
(1.16.2) there exists a neighborhood V of the set {(tl, t2,s) ~ T 3: t l  = S} such that, for 
any i e { 1, 2, 3,4}, there exists a version of DX with the property that the mapping 
(tl,  tz, s) ~-~ Dt, Xs,,, defined on Vc~ { (tl, tz, s) ~ T 3: s R i tl} and taking values in D x, 2, is 
continuous in the variable s uniformly in (tl, t2). 
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Note that, for X e L2 ~-2,c(O,X),u, one can define 
((Dti)x)(.,.))t~ = ~)1 ,2  __ lim D,X~.,, 
as s ~ tl, with sRit~, uniformly in (q, t2) and it holds that 
esssup I[((D(i)x),,.)Lll~ '2 < oo. 
Remarks 
1,2 (1.17) Assume X e ~-2,c(O,l),u, in this case ~i(1/IAil)S~D~X.,,~dtl ds converges to 
~r((V~X),~.)Ldtl in D2 '2 as n -+ 0% uniformly in t2. This can be easily verified 
checking the details of the proof  of (1.18) for k = 2, j = 0, r = 1, under this stronger 
hypothesis. 
Furthermore, 
1,2 (1.17.1) if Yen_2 x'~ and X~.[]_2,c(O,1),u  then 
converges to ~r ((V~X)(,~,.)),2 Y,,,hdtl in D~ '2 as n ~ o0, uniformly in (h, t2). 
(1.18) A slight modification in the proof  of Proposit ion 1.15 shows 
(1.18.1) if YeL~°(Tx[2) and Xefl_ 1'2, then 
~ l-~l fA D~X' Ysdsdt c°nverges t° fr(V~°X)t Y'ds 
in L2(I2) as n --* o0, 
1,2 (1.18.2) if Y eL~°(T 2 x f2) and X e L2,c(0,2), then 
D~,.X.a 2Y~ .ds dt l drdt2 
i,jlAdlAjl ~×# 
converges to St2 (V2X)(~,.)Y~,,dsdr in L2(t2) as n ---} 00. 
Now we can state the property of the iteration of the traces. 
Proposition 1.19. Let 1,2 1,2 1,2 X E~-2,c(O,1),u('~L2,c(0,2) bea process uch that To, x(X)eLc . 
Then, To,2(S ) and To, I(To, I(X)) exist and coincide. 
Proof. By Proposit ion 1.15 we know that the traces To, I(X), To,2(X) and 
To, l(To, l(X)) exist. In order to check that To, I(To.I(X)) = To,2(X), we will show 
that for any i,j e {1,2,3,4}, 
,O'J'X),, J'X,,l,2d, ld,2 ,122, 
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By (1.16), the left-hand side of (1.22) is 
where the limit is in the L2(O) sense, and s R ~ t2. Therefore, it suffices to prove that, for 
a.e. t e T, 
C(s, t) = fT (Dt((D(J)X)(t" "))~ - (D(i' j )X ) t ' ' t )d t l  L:ta) 
converges to 0 as s ~ t, s R ~ t. 
Notice that 
C(s, t) <<. ess sup IID,( (D~J) X),,..))~ - (D"' J )  X),,.,IIL~tO~. 
tl 
The second term of this inequality is bounded by Ca(s , t , r )+C2(s , t , r ) ,  reT ,  
where 
C l (s, t, r) = ess sup ]IDt[ ( (D(J~ X)(t,, .))~ - Dt, X,.~] IlL:(a) 
tl 
and 
C2(s, t, r) = ess sup lID2 tXr.s - (D(i'J)X)t,.t ][L~(Q}. 
tl 
1,2 Fix e > 0. Since X e ~-2,c(0,2), there exist r /> 0, only depending on ~, such that for 
any ( r ,s)e T 2, ]r - tl[ + ]s - t[ < tl, rRJt~, sR i t ,  we have esssuptC2(s, t , r )  < e/2. 
1,2 Analogously, the assumption X en_2,cto.1),, yields the existence of 3 >0,  only 
depending on e, such that for any re  T, tr - tll < 6, rR J t l ,  esssups, ,Cl(s , t , r )  < e/2. 
Then, taking reT  with ] r - t l l  <inf(b,t/), rR J t l ,  we obtain, for any seT  with 
Is - tl < tl, s R i t, C(s, t) < e. This completes the proof  of the proposition, because ~; is 
arbitrary. []  
We will finish this section by proving a formula for the trace of a Skorohod integral, 
but first we will establish a result on commutat ion between Skorohod's and 
Lebesgue's integral (see also So16 and Utzet, 1991, Lemma 3.12, Thieullen, 1991, 
Theorem 2.8). 
Lemma 1.20. Let X be a symmetric process belonging to L2(T  k X ~'~). Assume that for 
any f ixed (rl . . . .  ,rk-1) e T k-1 the process X( ........ k - , . . )eDom6,  6[X(rl ...... k -,..)] is 
Lebesgue integrable and ST k , b [X( . . . . . . . . . . . .  .) dr1 .." drk- 1 e L2(g2). Then, 
~r~ ,X(  ......... 1.)drx . . 'd rk - t  eDom6 and 
3( f  Tk ,X(  ........ k_ , . )d r l . . .d rk -1 )= fTk ,i)(X( ......... , . . ) )d r l " "drk - l "  (1.24) 
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Proof. Let F e D 1,2. The classical Fubini's theorem and the duality relation between 
and D yields 
E{Ffr  ~ 6(X( . . . . . . . .  ,_,.,)drl...drk-1} 
= ~ E{F(~(Xt ........ k 1..))}dr1 ""drk-1 
Jr k 1 
=E(fTDsFX(n ...... k . . . .  )drl "..drk-ldS} 
=E{fro, tfr, x(,, . . . . . .  k . . . .  )drl ...drk-lds}. 
This proves that Sr~-,Xt, , ...... ~_,,.)drl...drk-leDom6 and that (1.24) is 
satisfied. [] 
[I 1 ,2  _ r l ,2  Proposition 1.21. Let X be a process in ~-2,c(O,1)~ ~LE,m,o). Then 
To,~(f(X)) = 6(To,~(X)) + TI,o(X), (1.25) 
in the sense that all terms appearing in (1.25) exist and the relation (1.25) holds. 
Proof. Since L2 X e fl-2,~to,1), the trace To, I(X) exists and belongs to ]-1,2. Furthermore, 
To, I(X) = ]_1,2 _ lim ~. 1 fd D~Xt .dsdt. (1.26) 
Thus (~(To, I(X)) exists. It is also clear that TI,o(X) exists as well as 6(Xt .) for any 
t ~ T, a.e. The rules of the anticipating calculus yield 
f~ = f{~(D~X,)+Xt,s}dsdt. 
Lemma 1.20 applied to the process {D~X~,,, (s, t, r)~ T 3} and (1.26) ensure 
Lz(Q) - lim Z -j-1 ;~ 6(D~X,,.))dsdt = 6(To ~(X)). 
n"*oo i ld~i[ 2 
Since 
n--* Qo i ~ 
we conclude 
lim ~r-~,l, ~ D~(~(Xt.))dsdt=~(To.l(X))+ TI.o(X), L 2 _ 
proving (1.25). [] 
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2. A Green formula for rectangles 
In this section we prove the main result of this paper: a Green formula for 
anticipating processes with respect o nonadapted semimartingales U (see (0.1)). In 
order to avoid some unnecessary technicalities all the proofs are done in the particular 
case v = 0. Indeed, the interesting problems are produced by the stochastic integrals. 
Section 2.1 is devoted to proving a Hu-Meyer formula for second-order integrals. 
That means, we need an extension of the result proved in Delgado and Sanz-Sol8 
(1992) for k = 2. The generalization from W to U as integrator is by no means 
straightforward. Indeed, one important element underlying the proof of the 
Hu-Meyer formula is the Wiener chaos decomposition of the integrator, which is 
almost trivial for W and not at all for U. Instead of dealing with products of It6's 
multiple integrals we encounter products of Skorohod integrals; hence calculus is 
much harder. In section 2.2 we prove Fubini's theorem for the Stratonovich integral, it 
is obtained by combining Hu-Meyer's formula nd the property on iteration of traces 
proved in Proposition 1.19. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 are devoted to the proof of Green's 
formula and applications. 
2.1. A Hu-Meyer type formula 
Our aim now is to state a relation between the k-Stratonovich and Skorohod 
integrals with respect to U for k = 2; this result is given in Proposition 2.1.5. The case 
k = 1 has been studied in Proposition 1.9 (see (1.11)). Lemma 2.1.3 is a simplified 
version of the main result. In fact, the integrator in this lemma is the process given by 
the Skorohod integral ~ur dW~. The analysis of the extra contribution of U, that means 
~(Vlou), dr, is carried out in Proposition 2.1.5. 
We start by proving some technical convergences to be used in the sequel. 
Lemma 2.1.1. Let S e~_ 1'2 and Y efl_x2 '°°. Then 
~~( fA  Xz_dz_)Yr,slA,(r)14,(S) . . . .  ~Xr,,Y,,~ 
i , j  i xd j  
in U_ ~'2. In particular, 
L2 -1 im~( f~ 
n~oo ixAi 
and 
{2.1) 
// dz~ixA j 2 
L1'2 - lim f r  ~ ~ ( f  ~ . o o ,×dj X~dz-)Y"~lA'(r)lA~(S)ds=frX"sY"sds" (2.3) 
Proof. The convergence (2.1) is an easy corollary of Proposition 3.5 in Jolis and 
Sanz-Sol6 (1990), due to the boundedness properties of the processes Y. The 
convergences (2.2) and (2.3) follow clearly from (2.1). [] 
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1,2 Lemma 2.1.2. Let X ~ ~2,c(o,1),u and Y = {Y .... (r,s) ~ T 2} be a process belonging to 
fl_x2"~. Then 
._.oo,f dr. 
in I]1,2. In particular, 
(2.4) 
and 
Efrds fT~( fd ,×AjD,X~-dz- )Yr ,s l~, ( r ) l~ J (  s)dr 
in Lz (f2). 
where 
Proof. Let us first check the convergence (2.4) in L2(T x O). The corresponding 
convergence for the first-order derivatives i proved using the same arguments. We 
have 
fr((V~X)(r .~)~L,sdr 2 - ~< 2(A .  + B.),  
j lAjl i ~ 2 - 
-fr((V~X)¢,..))z~Y,.~dr}dz2)lAj(s) 2 
- f((V~X)(r,.))sYr,~dr 2,
_z = (Zx, z2). 
The boundedness hypotheses on Y ensure that 
L2- -  l im ~i [-~ilfA DrXz-Yr ,sdz ldr=fT( (~7~X)( r . ' ) )z2Yr ,sdr"  n ~ ct3 . 2 
OrXzdolf  sdrdsn   ,sYrsdrds ,25, 
i , j ~  ixdj /,)dixzlj " 2 ' ' 
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uniformly in the variables z2 and s (see Remark (1.17.1)). Hence, by Schwarz's 
inequality 
ITjl(f~, 1 faD,  X~_y,,~dzldr 
-fr((171oX)~,..,)z~r,.,drZdz2)l~,(s) 
d D, X~_ Y,,,dzl dr 
f r  dr 2 - (( ,_.~ ,0 .  V~X)(,..))z2 Y,,~ 
In order to prove that l im.~B.  = O, it suffices to see that 
n~oo j ~jl ,((171X)(r"))zzdT"2 Yr,,la,(S) 
= ((V'oX)~,..0~ r . .  
Since Y is bounded, this follows from Proposition 3.5 in Jolis and Sanz-Sol6 (1990). 
Consequently, the convergence (2.4) in LZ(T x (2) is established. The convergence (2.5) 
clearly follows from (2.4). [] 
- -1,2 --1,2 ~_2, oo Lemma 2.1.3. Let X ~ ii 2,c(0,1),uU'~ll 2,c(0,2) and u c . Set 
A ' = ~ I  (f a ,~a, X;dz_)a(la,'u)a(la,.u) 
and 
B. z (f 2dr = 2Xzdz  ., 
• 1 ,I k3~,  - - J3~,  
Then, L 2 - lim. ~ ~ A" exists if and only if L 2 - lim._~ oo B ~ exists, and in this case 
L 2 - -  lirn A" = ,S2(X,,,u, uA + 2fra(X.u,O, uAdr 
+fr2X,.sD, u~Dsu, drds+26{fr((VloX)t.,~,),U, Us ds} 
+ fr2(vZx),,~u,u~drds 
+ 2fr2 ((V~X)(.,s)),u,D,u~drds + L 2 - ,-oolim B". (2.7) 
Set 
(Xuu),,~ = X, , ,u ,u~.  (2.8) 
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In Lemma 2.1.4 we prove that, under additional conditions on X and u, 
L 2 - ~lim B, = TLo(Xuu ) = fr V°l(Xuu)sds" 
Proof of Lemma 2.1.3. Using Propositions 2.9 and 2.8 of Nualart and Zakai (1988), 
together with Proposition 3.4 of Nualart and Pardoux (1988) (which provide formulas 
for the product of two simple Skorohod integrals, the product of a random variable 
and a double Skorohod integral and that of a random variable and a simple Skorohod 
integral, respectively), we can transform A" into the following expression: 
1 { [(fd, 62 Xz dz_) 1A,(r)ldj(S)U,U~I A" Z ~,slA,IIAjl ×~j - 
+ 2 fr6[ (f~,×djX-~dz-)l~,(r)l~j(s)u,Dru,ldr 
+ 2 frD,(fd,×~jX=_dz-)6(b,(r)l~j(s)u,uD as 
- fr D~,,(fd,×~X=_dz-)l~,(r)l~j(s)u,u~ drds 
-- fT, (fz,×djX-~dz-)la,(r)ldj(s)D,u,D,u* drds 
+ 2 fr lzj(s)D*u,D~[(f~,×dsX~dz-)l*,(r)u,ldrds 
+ fT(f~,×djX~-dz-)l~,(r)l~ff)u2 dr} • 
Set 
l fr6I(fa D~X~dz)lA.(r)l~j(s)u~u~]ds, 
A~2= ~ l fT ( f  ~ D2.~X~-dz-)l~,(r)lAj( s)u,u,drds, 
~, j lAd lzb l  ~ ,×~ 
-- Y l f r ( f  D, Xzdz_)lz,(r)lz,(s)D,u,u, drds. 
i . j lA i l lhA  ~ ,×~ 
The convergences (2.1) with Y,.s = u,us, (2.3) with Y,,s = u,D, us and (2.2) with 
Y,.s = Dsu, Drus, respectively, ensure 
!am A"= 62(X,.~u,u~)+ 2 fT6(X,..u,D,u.)dr + Ir~ X,.sD~u,D,u~drds L z _ 
+ L z -- lim (2A'] + A[ + 2A~ + B"). (2.9) 
n~oo 
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Lemma 1.20 applied to the process {(~n,×~jD~Xrdz_)U,Us 14,(r) ldj(s), (r,s)~ T 2} and 
then Lemma 2.1.2 (see (2.4)) with Y,,~ = u,u~ yield 
L2 - lim.~ A]= 6IfT((V1X)t.,~)),u,u~ds I . 
Remark 1.18.2 ensures 
L 2 - .~lim A"2 = fT~ (V2X)"~u'u~drds' 
and (2.5) with Y,,~ = UrDru s implies 
L 2 -- .o~lim A"3 = fT, ((V~X)°'s~)'u'D'u~drds" 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Lemma 2.1.4. Let X ~ L2(T 2x ~t-~) be symmetric and such that ess sup,,t~ IIX.,=21IL,(~ ) 
1,2  < ~. Assume u6L~°(T x f2), the process Xuu, defined in (2.8), belongs to L2,ctl,0) and 
there exists a version of u continuous inL 2. Then, 
L2_l imB.:=LZ_l im~, ~_5{ ~ ~ 2 ,~o~ i Xzdz dr = Tl,o(Xuu). 
I ,I \J~, - - / L ,u"  
(2.13) 
Proof. We use the same ideas and notation as for the proof of Proposition 1.15. First, 
we notice that 
TI '°(Xuu) = ~T ( [71(Xuu))r dr. 
We will check 
tim D. = 0, (2.14) 
n~oo 
where 
+tzo X 1 D"=E(ffr[~T~l(f~; z"z2(~ilf~ u2dr)dz2 ) 
× 1A,(zl) - ¼(Du)(Xuu))z ,] dzx)2. 
This is one typical term which appears in the proof of (2.13). We have 
D. ~< 2(D. ~ + D.2), 
Thus, the existence of L 2 -  l im.~A"  is equivalent to that of L 2 -  lim.oo~ B". In 
addition, the equalities (2.9)-(2.12) show (2.7). [] 
(2.12) 
134 
with 
and 
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DI" = E[fr ~ [A~+ (zl)llAd 14'(21) {1- ( , ) ] 'A~-  1 z fd; +(z,) [X~,, ~ (~-~1 fn, uZ dr) 
- (D(,)(Xuu))j dzz} dz, , 
 ),o,x ,xuu,,zldZ,l 
Clearly, lim.~ ~ D. 2 = O. Schwarz's inequality ields 
D~" ~ frdZl(~ l~l A,(zx) f~;+tz,)dzz E{Xz,,z2(l~d fA u~ dr) - D{l)(Xuu))z,}Z dz2 ) 
For any zl,z2 E T we can write 
1 2 
+ El(Xuu)z,.z~ - (O(,)(Xuu))z,12}. (2.15) 
,,2 Fix e > 0; since Xuu belongs to D-2,¢(Lo), there exists a natural number no such that 
for any n ~> no, and z,, z2 e Ai, z2 R'  z,, the last term in (2.15) is less than or equal to e. 
Furthermore, by H61der's inequality 
e( (xuu)z,,z - Xz = {± ', dr) ) 
<~ Cesssup(EIXz,z~14)'/4supT-~., (e(lUz, Uz~- u,EI4))'/4dr ,_~-, 0. 
ZI 'Z2  i I~ J i l  i 
Consequently (2.14) is proved. [] 
Assume U = W, that means, u = 1. Theorem 3.1 of Delgado and Sanz-Sol6 (1992) 
yields 
I~z(X) := I~'w(X) = 62(X) + 26(To.,(X)) + To.2(X) + TLo(X), (2.16) 
which coincides with (2.7). Unfortunately the compact form of(2.16) does not seem to 
have a simple translation i  our more general situation. For (j, r) = (0, 0), there is no 
contraction of indices; the corresponding term in (2.16) is fie(x) and in (2.7) is 
62(Xuu) +2 fT 6(X,.~u,D,u~)dF + X,,~D,u~D~u, drds. 
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If (j, r) = (1, 0), there is a contraction between indices of X; for u - 1 we obtain 
TI.o(X), in (2.7) we get Tl,o(Xuu). Analogously, if ( j, r) = (0, 2) there are two 
contractions for the two indices of the second derivative of X; this produces the term 
To,z(X ) in (2.16), which can also be written as ST2(VzX)r.sdrds; in (2.7) we obtain 
~T2 (V 2 X),.~urus dr ds. The remaining terms in (2.16) and (2.7), respectively, correspond 
to (j,r) = (0, 1). 
1,2 1,2 UE~_1,2(.3~ 2,~. ~_1,~ Proposition 2.1.5. Let X ~ D-2.c~O. l),uU3[[ 2,c(0,2), Assume VXu ~ and 
the existence of L 2 - l im, .~ B, (see (2.6)). Then X ~DomI~2 "U and 
l~'v(X) = 6~(X) + f(frX.u~D,u, ds) + fr2X.Dru~D,u, dsdr 
+ 2'~ ( f T ( ( vl x )~.,~,)ru~u, ds) + f r ( Vg X).u,u, ds dr 
+2 fT ((V~X)(.,~,)~D~u~u, dsdr + fr2 X,,~u~D}V~u)~drds 
+ 2~ ((ViX)~..,))~u,(VXu)sdrds--, L 2 - lim B,. (2.17) 
3T 2 ?l~Or3 
Proof. The hypotheses on u clearly yield X ~ Dora by, since X e !_2 L2. Then, we have to 
check that 
L2--n-~lim Z ~ (f~ ,~A, X~_dz_)U(A,)U(Aj) 
exists and equals the right-hand side of (2.17). Set 
A2=~~(fA,×~jXz-dz-)O(l~,'U)fA/(V~ou)~dr, 
A3 :~~( fa ,×~jX~-dz - ) ( f , j (V lu ) 'd r ) ( f j j (V lu ) 'd r  )" 
Since 
U(A) = 6(1~ .u) + f (Vlu)rdr, 
Clearly 
We want now to check that L 2 -- l im.~ A~, i = 1,2,3, exist. 
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It is easy to verify 
L2(~2) -- l im A 3 -- F Xr,s( V~U)s( 17~U)r dr ds. (2.19) 
n~oo .IT 2 
Indeed, the assumptions on u ensure that the conclusion (2.2) of Lemma 2.1.1 holds 
true in the particular case 
Y,,~ = ( V~u),( V~u)~. 
We can also state 
- - -  
f r 2 [X,,~D,( V~u)~ +(( V~X)(,,.))s( V~ u)~] u, dr ds. (2.20) + 
Indeed, Theorem 3.2 of Jolis and Sanz-Sol~ (1992) yields 
A2 = A21 + A22 + A23, 
1 6 
1 
l frla,(r)u,(F X~_dz-)(frl~j(s)D,(V*u'sds)dr. A23 z 
..,,~ IA114il , , . , x .  
Set Y,.s = u,(V~u)s. Lemma 2.1.1. (see (2.3)) yields 
L2 -- lim,,-oo A21= '~(fr X''su'(Vl°u)~ds)" 
Moreover 
L 2 -- lim A23 --- f X,,~u,D,(Vlou)sdrds, 
n--~ °° , JT  2 
due to (2.2) with Y,.~ = u,D,(V~ou)s. Finally, 
L 2 -- lina A2E = [ ((V~X)(,..))~u,(V~ u), dr as. 
jr 2 
Indeed, set Y,., = u,(Vlu)s. The assumptions of Lemma 2.1.2 are satisfied. Then, 
this last convergence is a particular case of (2.5). Therefore (2.20) is proved. 
Finally, Lemma 2.1.3 yields the existence of L z - l im, .~ A1, and that this limit 
equals the right-hand side of (2.7). Hence the integral I~ v exists. 
where 
A21 = 
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Fubini's theorem for the Skorohod integrals with respect o the process U yields 
6U2 (X) ~- (~2(Xr,sUrUs) + t~[f TXr,sUsDs urdsl + 26[ fTX, U~( V~u),ds ] 
+ yT 2 X,,~u,D~(V~u),drds + yy2 X"'(Vl°u)~(Vlu)~drds" (2.21) 
Then, a straightforward verification using the results (2.19)-(2.21) shows that 
IS2 "v = L 2 - lim (AI + 2A2 + A3) 
n~oo 
coincides with the second term of (2.17). [] 
2.2. A Fubini theorem for the Stratonovich integral 
Consider the process U defined by (1.6) with v - 0. In this section we prove a Fubini 
theorem for the double Stratonovich integral with respect o U (see Theorem 2.2.2). 
The main ingredients of the proof are Proposition 2.1.5 (the Hu-Meyer formula) and 
Proposition 1.19 (the iteration of traces). We also need some details on the 
computations of kernels for traces of some products of the integrand X and the 
process u appearing in the integrator (see Lemma 2.2.1). For this reason we have to 
strengthen the assumption on X and u. 
Here is the set of hypotheses to be considered. 
(h) u e ~_2'°°(-~c1'2 and has a continuous version in L 2, 
for a.e. r, D,u has a continuous version in L 2 and D~u E D_~ '2, 
for a.e. (s, r), D],u has a continuous version in L 2, 
for any i e {1,2, 3,4}, D")u eL~°(T x f2) and D")(Du) ~L®(T 2 X ~-~). 
(H) X is a symmetric process atisfying 
2 esssup{ IIXt,hllL'*(~) "~ IIDsXt,hHL,(Q) -}- Ds,rXt, hllL4(fl)} < 00, s,t,r,h 
X.,h has a continuous version in L 2, uniformly in h, 
DrX.,h has a continuous version in L 2, uniformly in (r, h), 
2 Dr,sX.,h has a continuous version in L 2, uniformly in (r,s, h), 
for a.e. h, (r, h) and (r, s, h), respectively. 
Lemma 2.2.1. Consider two stochastic processes X = {X .... (s, r)G T 2} and u = {Us, 
s G T} satisfyin9 the assumptions (H) and (h), respectively. Then, for a.e. r G T, the 
processes {( EL (X.,r u.))s, s G T }, {(VXo(X., u. u,) )s, s G T} are well-defined. Furthermore. 
{(V°(Xuu)),, r G T } and { { vE(Xuu) ) .... (s, r) e T 2} also exist. In addition, 
(v~(x..,u.)), = u,(V~X. & + x~.r(V'ou)~. 
( V~(X..,u. Ur))~ = ur(V~X..,u.))~ + Xs, rusD~u,, 
( v°(xuu)), = £(  v° x) ,  
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
138 
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(V2o(Xuu))~.r = (V2X)~.,u~u, + DrX~.,urDsu~ + D~X~.,usD, ur 
+ DrXs, rusD~ur + DsXs,rurDrus + Xs,r(V~(Dru))sUr 
+ X~,r(VXo(D~u))rUs + X~,.D.u~D~u. + X~,~D~usD.ur. (2.25) 
Proof. We start with the proof of (2.22). It suffices to show that, for any i e { 1, 2, 3, 4), 
L2(I2) - lira D~(Xt.,ut) := (D")(X..,  u))~ 
t~S 
tR~s 
exists and 
(D")(X. ru.))s = (D~i)(X. r)sUs + X~.,(D~i)u)~. (2.26) 
Let 
and 
~1 = E(lutD~X,,r - u~(D~i~ X. ,)~l 2) 
ct2 : E ( lX , , rDsut -  Xs,,(D"~u)~I2). 
We want to prove 
lim~l = O, lim~2 = O. (2.27) 
t~s  t--~s 
tRis tR's  
Since 
EIDs(Xt,rUt) - [u~(D~i)x.,,)s + X~.,(D~i)u)~] t z <<, 2(~1 + ~z), 
(2.27) establishes (2.22). 
We have 
~1 ~< 2(cql + ~12) (2.28) 
with 
cql = E(lu, - u~121DsS,.,12), 
~t2 = E(lu,121D~Xt., -- (D(i)X.,r)sl2) •
Since u is bounded, continuous in L 2 and esssups,t,, IID~X~,,IIL,tO~ < ~,  Schwarz's 
inequality yields 
l im~ll  = 0. 
t~S 
tR~s 
Analogously 
~12 <~ CE(IOsX,,r -- (O")S.,,)sl2). 
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Consequently 
lim~x2 = 0 
IRis 
and, therefore, limits ex = 0, by (2.28). The proof of l imt~ c~2 -- 0 is analogous. 
tR~s tR~s 
Let us now prove the statement (2.23). That means, for any i e { I, 2, 3, 4}, 
L 2 (Q)  - -  lim D~(Xt,,ut u,.) := (O(i)(X.,,.u. u,.))s (2.29) 
IRis 
exists and 
(D(i)(X..,.u.u,))~ = u,.(D(i)(X..,.u.))s + X,~,,usD~u,. (2.30) 
Let 
fl, = E([u,[D~(XI,~uI) - (D(i>(X. .u.))~]l 2) 
and 
/~2 = E(lOs u. [X , . ru i  - X~..Us]12). 
1 2 Since the process Xu, defined by (Xu),,~ = X,,su~, belongs to q-2'.c(o, 1)and u is bounded, 
it holds l imt~ fll = 0. Furthermore, since Dsu~ is bounded the continuity properties of 
tRis 
X and u yield l imt~ f12 = 0. This shows the validity of (2.30). The proof of (2.24) is 
tR's 
analogous. 
To prove (2.25) we develop the derivative Dr,s(Xt,hUtUh) and we show the 
convergence of each term in this development tothe right-hand side of (2.25), as t -+ r, 
h ~ s, t R i r, h R j s, i , j  ~ {1, 2, 3, 4}, using repeatedly the same ideas as before. [] 
We can now state Fubinrs theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.2. Let X = {X~, z ~ T 2} be a symmetric process and Uz = SR=Ur°dWr, 
Suppose that the process X and u satisfy conditions (H) and (h), respectively. Then, 
X e Dom P2' v and 
Remark 2.2.3. The hypotheses of the previous theorem imply 
1,2 1,2 6(X. ru.)eO-c , 6(X..ru.u,)~O-c . 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.2. In a first step we will show that the iterated integral 
IS'V(IS'V(X)) exists and we will give its value (see (2.35)). In a second step we will check 
the equality between the iterated and the double integral using Proposition 2.1.5. 
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Step 1: The assumptions on X and u yield X.,, ~ L~ '2 and X.,ru. E L~ '2 for a.e. r s T. 
Hence, by Proposition 1.9 (see (1.12) and (1.11)) X.,, ~Dom I s'v and 
IS'U(X.,,) = 6(X.,ru) + To, l(X.,,u). (2.31) 
We want to prove that P'V(x.,,) belongs to L~ '2 as well as P'V(X.,)u, .  
The equality (2.22) ensures 
To,l(X.,,u)= fT(V~X.,,)susds + fTX,.,(V~u)sds 
= fTDsSs.,u, ds + fTX~.,Dsusds. (2.32) 
Therefore To x(X.,u)e 1,2 ,  Lc . Hence, taking into account Remark 2.2.3 and (2.31), 
l~'V (X.,,) ~ L~ "z. The identity (2.31) yields 
P'V(X..,)u, = 6(X.,,u.ur) + frx~.ru, D~urds + urTo, l (X.,rU). (2.33) 
We next prove 
f rXs , ,  us Dsur + u, To, l(X.,ru) = To. 1 (Xu u), (2.34) ds 
where Xuu is defined in (2.8). Notice that (To, l(Xuu))r = To.I(X.,,U.Ur). Indeed, the 
hypotheses on X and u ensure that Xuu 1,2 1,2 ~ 2,c(0,1),u and Xu ~ L2,c(O, 1),u. Consequently, 
(1.18) and (2.23) yield the existence of To, l(XUu) and 
(To.,(Xuu)), =fT(VA(X..,u ,)),dS = fTU,(V~(X..,u.))sds 
+ fT Xs,,usD~ur ds. 
u, To, I(X.,~u.) + fTXs,~usD~u, ds. 
It is also clear that To, ~ (Xuu) E L~ '2. Then, substituting (2.34) into (2.33) we obtain 
IS'v(X..,)u~ = 6(X.,~u.u,) + To,l(X.,ru.ur). 
Therefore, P'v(X.,,)u, ~ L~ ,2 (see Remark 2.2.3). By Proposition 1.9 we conclude that 
p, v (X. ,) ~ Dom P" v and, by (1.12), 
IS'V(P'V(Xs,,)) = 6(P'U(X.,)ur) + To.l(p'V(X.,~)u,). (2.35) 
Step 2: The right-hand side of (2.35) can be developed using (2.31) as follows: 
is, v(p,V(Xs,,)) = 62(Xs.,usu,)+ 6(fTx~.,usOsu, d )+6(To, , (X. ,u.)ur) 
+ To, 1 (6(Xs., us u,)) + To, l(To,l (Xuu)). (2.36) 
Let 
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A1 = 6(To.x(X.,ru.)u,), A2 = To, l(To, l(X..,u.u,)), A3 = To, x(c~(X.,ru.u,)). 
The identity (2.32) yields 
A1 =6(u,f[DsSs.,us+Xs.,D,udds). (2.37) 
The process (Xuu),,, = X,,su,u~ satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 1.19. 
Hence, 
A2 = To,l(To, l(Xuu))= To,2(Xuu). 
Moreover, (1.18), (2.25) and the continuity properties of D~,,u yield 
AZ=fT ~ (VZ°Xk'usu'dsdr+2fTD'X"'u'D~u~drds+2fTD"S~"u'D~u'dsdr2 2 
+2fr2 Xs"DZ~'~u~u'dsdr+fT2 X~,,D,u~D~u~dsdr 
X~,,Dsu~D,u~dsdr. (2.38) + 
JT 2 
-1,2 -1,2 Then, Proposition 1.21, (2.34), (2.32) The process Xuu belongs to ~_z,cto, x)c~U_z.~tx,o). 
and (2.24) yield 
As = 6(To, l(Xuu)) + Tl,o(Xuu) 
= ,~{fr[D~X~ .usu. + X~.D~u~u. + X~.usD~u.]ds} + frx,,~u~, dr. (2.39) 
Then, replacing in (2.36) the expressions ofA1 to A3 given in (2.37) to (2.39) we obtain 
p.v (p,V(Xs,,))= 62(Xs , rUsUr ) -~ - 26(fx~.,usD~u, ds) 
+ 2,~(frD~X~,.u~u.ds)+ 2,~(frX,..D,u~u, ds )
+ f X.u~ dr + fr (V~X)s,,u~u.dsdr 
+ 2fr~ D~X~,,u~D,u, dsdr 
+ 2frD~X~,,u,D,u~dsdr + 2frXs,,D~u~u, dsdr 
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In order to finish the proof we notice that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1.4 and 
Proposition 2.1.5 are satisfied; hence, X eDomP2 'v, and using (2.17) and (2.21) we 
check that the right-hand side of (2.40) coincides with I~2'V(X). The theorem is now 
completely proved. [] 
2.3. The main theorem 
This section is devoted to proving a Green type formula on rectangles in the 
Stratonovich sense. First we should introduce a kind of stochastic line integral (see 
Cairoli and Walsh (1975) for the nonanticipating case). Given Zo e T, we denote by 
H, o (resp. B~o) the horizontal (resp. vertical) line segment connecting Zo and the y-axis 
(resp. x-axis). Let Zo = (So, to), by definition, X Hz° and X Bz° are the processes indexed by 
z = (s, t) e T given by 
xHzo ,.t =X,aolR ..... (s,t) and yS~o . -~ , t  = X~o,,1R ..... (s, t), 
respectively. 
In the next definition X = {X~, z 6 T } is a measurable process and U = (u s, v) are 
the stochastic processes given by (1.6). 
Def in i t ion  2.3.1. The process X is said to be Stratonovich integrable along Hzo( resp. 
Bzo) with respect o U if X nz° ~ Dom I s' v (resp. X nz° ~ Dora P'u). In this case the integral 
is defined as P'v(XUz°) (resp. P'V(XBz°)) and denoted by Snzo X o01U (resp Snzo X o 02U). 
We denote by Dora I~hzVo (resp. Dora I~zVo ) the set of processes X for which ~nzoX °01U 
(resp. ~Bzo X o 02 U) exists. 
By additivity we extend these definitions to a compact curve which is a finite union 
of horizontal and vertical ine segments. In particular, if (al, bO < (aE, b2) are two 
ordered points in T, A denotes the rectangle [(al, bl), (a2, b2)] and 0A the boundary of 
A oriented in the clockwise direction, we set 
foAX°0'u:=fn,,,,~X°OIU--fno~.~X°Oau--f,.,o,,~, X°O~U 
+ ~ XoO1U. (2.41) 
,)H a l ,b  1 
Given a measurable process X = {Xz, z e T}, we define the process Y = {Yz.z', 
(z, z') e T 2} by 
Yz,z' = Xzvz, lz±z,. 
We now introduce a special case of double anticipating integral. 
Def in i t ion  2.3.2. The process X is said to be J-integrable, in the Stratonovich sense, 
with respect o U if Y ~ Dom I~2 " v. In this case we define the J-Stratonovich integral of 
X with respect o U by 
is.V(X) ,.u = 12 (Y) .  
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This integral will also be denoted by~r X o d Jr. The set of processes X for which this 
integral exists is denoted by Dora I) '~. 
The following definition precises the meaning of stochastic derivative used along 
this section. 
Definition 2.3.3. Consider two measurable processes f=  {f~, z ~ T} and g = {g~, 
z 6 T } such that 
sU (i) for any z ~ T, f ~ Dora I'~ z , 
(ii) for a.e. s ~ [0, 1], ~ Ig~,.I drl < oo, a.s. 
Let X = {X~, z e T } be the process defined by 
Then, X is said to possess 2-Stratonovich stochastic partial derivatives f and 9 in 
T with respect o U. 
The corresponding definitions of the 1-Stratonovich stochastic partial derivatives 
with respect o U are obtained by replacing Bz by Hz, 02 by c~1 and condition (ii) by: 
(ii') For a.e. t ~ [0, 1], So~ Ig.,,I dr/< oo, a.s. 
As in the preceding section, we will assume that U~ = ~RurodW, for the sake of 
simplicity. 
Theorem 2.3.4. Let X = {Xz, z ~ T} be a measurable process, null on the axes, 
possessin9 2-Stratonovich stochastic partial derivatives, f and 9, in T with respect o U. 
Consider the process ~o = {q~z,z', (z, z') ~ T 2} defined by 
q~z.z, =fz vz, lz±z,, 
and its symmetrization, (9.
We assume that the process Xla belongs to O_x~ 'z, the process u satisfies (h) and 
(b. IA× a satisfies (H). Furthermore, suppose that X eA belongs to Llc "z. Then, 
X ~ Dom I~'A v and 
AXo~?IU = XodU + f °d Jv  + 9,.,dr °dU,a, (2.42) 
where SeaX o~31U is 9iven by (2.41) and 
fAX  °dU = lS'C(Xla), fa f  °dJu = I~W(~ lA×a). 
Proof. We will assume A = T and X null on the axis, since this does not represent 
s,U a restriction. Proposition 1.9 yields X ~ Dom lnl.r We want to check that 
fnl. XoO1U = f rXodU + f r fod Jv  + fr( f~gs,,dr)odUs,,  (2.43) 
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with 
x~,,=f f°~2U+flgs,,dr. 
d Bs,t 
By definition, 
f. x°a,u=frx "°dU. 
1,1  
We decompose the process --z~(H'", Z = (S, t) as follows: 
s,1 
f? = Xz + ~Oz,,zodUz, + gs.,dr. 
Hence, 
fm.X°O1U=~X°dU+fr(~z,z'°dUz')°dUz+fr(f/Os.,dr)°dUz • 
Moreover, the process ~ and u satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.2.2, hence 
f r( f  CDz,z'°dUz')°dUz=I~'V(CP)=f f°dJv 
and therefore formula (2.43) is completely proved. [] 
Remark 2.3.5. As can be easily checked by the reader the Green formula (2.42) does 
not reduce to So16 and Utzet's formula (Theorem 4.25 of So16 and Utzet, 1991) when 
u = 1 and v - 0. The reason is that our definitions of the J-integral do not coincide 
with theirs. However our choice does not lead to extra terms in comparison with the 
Skorohod formulation and, therefore, seems to be appropriate. 
Remark 2.3.6. Assume v # 0, v ~ D_ 1'°~. Fubini's theorem and (2.42) can be easily 
generalized to this situation. 
2.4. Application 
In this section we derive an It6 formula as a simple application of the Green 
formula proved in the preceding section. 
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We will use a regularization of the Wiener process obtained by convolution (see 
Thieullen, 1991). More precisely, let p = {p,, n ~> 1} be a Dirac sequence on [ - 1, 1] 2, 
p, positive, bounded, symmetric with respect o the axes, p,(u) = 0 Vu¢[ - 1/n, l/n] 2 
and ~t- 1/,, 1/.1 ~ p.(u) du = 1, for any n ~> 1. Set W~ = ~T p.(z -- r) dW,. Propositions 4.6 
and 4.4 of Thieullen (1991), together with Theorem 4.7 of Sol~ and Utzet (1991), yield 
that if X~D_~ '2, then the sequence {~rXzW~dz, n~> 11 converges in L2(O) to 
~T X~ °dWz. First we present a "line" It6 formula. 
Proposition 2.4.1. Let tp : R ~ ~ be a c£1 function and Uz = ~i~ u~ odW,, z ~ T. Assume 
(i) u E O_I'~D_) '2, Dti)u ~L~(T  x f2), Vi = 1,2, 3,4, and u has a continuous version in 
L2(O), 
(ii) the process U has a continuous version, 
(iii) there exists z ~ T such that the processes (~0'(U)) n~ and (q¢ (U) )n~u belong to Q_),2. 
Then 
(p(Uz) = q?(O) -1-- fH~ q)'(U) °6~'U' a.s. (2.44) 
Proof. Set z--(s,t)  and U~ = ~Ru, W~dr. The deterministic hange of variable 
formula yields 
; (fo ) q~(U~) q~(O) + q9 ~ ,,d u~,vW~,rdy dx. 
Then (2.44) follows from the following facts, 
(a) ~o(UT) .-o~-' q~(Uz) 
and 
in probability. 
The first one is obvious, since lim.~o~ U~ = Uz in 
q¢(U~)-,~o~ -  q¢(Uz) in probability. Let us now prove (b). 
argument we can assume that q¢ is bounded. Let 
(f; )) b] E Ecp'(U~,t) ¢p ( x,t)] u~,yW~,rdy dx 
= qg'(Ux,,)Ux.,W:,ydxdy- fR ~ qg'(U~,,)u~,rodW~,, ) .  
Using Proposition 1.9 (1.12), we obtain 
L2 (f2). Analogously, 
Using a localization 
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The same arguments leading to the convergence L 2 -  lim._,~ U~ = U~ yield 
lim,~ ~o b~ = 0. Finally, Schwarz's inequality implies 
[fo )] " 'U  ~ 'U  b~<E ](~P( x,t) -~P(~,z))  Ux,rW~,rdy ]dx 
~< ~f l , ,  
where 
• . = E I(q~ ( ~.,)-  ~o'(U~,,))l 2dx j )  , 
(fro; 2];: [3. = E u~,yW~,rdy I dx 
The sequence {~, n ~> 1} converges to zero as n tends to infinity, by dominated 
convergence. Moreover, sups[3, < o0. Indeed, since u is bounded, Schwarz's 
inequality ields 
sup[32 ~< supCf  E W"x,y 2dxdy ~< Csup supElW~l 2 < 00. 
n n JRs,t n zeT 
This finishes the proof of the proposition. [] 
Remarks .  
(2.4.2) Hypothesis (ii) of Proposition 2.4.1 is used in order to justify the localization 
procedure. Conditions for the continuity of U can be derived from Proposition 4.8 of 
Jolis and Sanz-Sol~ (1990). 
(2.4.3) Assume, instead of assumption (iii), the analogue 
(iii') There exists z e T such that the processes (~o'(U)) ~ and (~o'(U)) B~ u belong to 
1,2 D_~ . Then we obtain 
~(Uz) = ~(o) + (~' (U)o~2 U, a.s. (2.45) 
dB z 
We can now, using the Green-Stratonovich formula, derive the It6-Stratonovich 
formula stated in Thieullen (1991, Theorem 5.4), for v = 0. 
Theorem 2.4.4. Let ~o: ~ ~ ~ be a function of class (~p2 and let Uz = ~R, ur°dW,, z e T. 
Suppose: 
(i) the process u verifies (h), 
(ii) the process U has a continuous version, 
(iii) ~o'(U) lg z eD_¢'l 2, 
(iv) for any z e T, the processes (~o'(U)) Hz and (~o'(U))Uzu belong to fl_~.2, 
(v) for any z ~ T, the processes (tp"(U)) Bz and (tp"(U))Bzu belong to D_~ '2, 
(vi) /f hr,,, := ~o"(U~v¢,) 1 , j ,  (r,r')~ T 2, the process ~ 1R~×Rz satisfies the set of 
hypotheses (H), where ~ denotes the symmetrization f h. 
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Then, 
= ~o(0)+ I_ q;(U)°OU + [_ q)"(U)°dJv, q~(Uz) 
dR z JR  z 
a.s. (2.46) 
Proofi Since the hypotheses of Proposition 2.4.1 are satisfied the process qg(Uz) 
verifies (2.44). Moreover, (2.45) applied to the process U and the function (p' yields 
#(u~) = q¢(0) + f_ q¢'(U)o02U, 
dB z 
a.s. for any z ~T. Hence, the process X = {tp'(Uz), z e T} has 2-Stratonovich 
stochastic partial derivatives with respect o U given by f = (p"(U) and 9 - 0. 
Set A = Rz; the process X satisfies the hypotheses ofTheorem 2.3.4. Consequently, 
q)'(U) ~ Born I~V and 
f,, q,'(V)oe,V= f. q,'(V)odV +f.  o"(V)odSv, a.s. 
Finally, replacing this expression in (2.44) we obtain 
= (0t + I  'tV)odV + [ as [] 
, JR  z dRz  
Final remarks. 
(2.4.5) We can also introduce the Skorohod analogue of line, J-integrals and 
stochastic partial derivatives (see Definitions 2.3.1-2.3.3), and obtain the Skorohod 
version of the Green formula in a similar way. More precisely, let X = {X,, z e T } be 
a version of a measurable process with 2-Skorohod stochastic partial dervatives p and 
g in T with respect o Vz = ~Rzu, dW, and ~b be the process defined by ~kz,z, = Pz,~, 
1~±~,; denote by ff the symmetrization f ~. Then, 
X~31V= XdV + pd Jv+ gs,dr dVst, 
A dA\dt  " / " 
where 
(2.47) 
This is a generalization of Theorem 3.16 in So16 and Utzet (1991). 
(2.4.6) From (2.47) we can derive, as we did in Theorem 2.4.4, an It6-Skorohod 
formula. We obtain an alternative rather compact form for this change of variables 
formula (see Jolis and Sanz-Sol6 (1990) and Thieullen (1991) for related results). 
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Theorem 2.4.7 ( I t6-Skorohod) .  Let q~ : ~2  ~ ~ be a continuous function of class ~2, 
and Vz = ~R= ur dW,. Suppose that: 
(i) U E ~- 1,20 ~- 1, oo Dti) u ~ L ~ ( T x 12) Vi = 1, 2, 3, 4, and u has a continuous version in 
L2(t2), 
(ii) the process V has a continuous version, 
(iii) ~o'(V) ~ L 2 ( T x Q), qg' (V)u l  R= ~ Oom ~, 
(iv) (tp'(V)) n= ~ 0_I '2 and (q/(V))n'u ~ fl_1 '2, for any z ~ T, 
1,2  (v) (qY'(V)) B= ~ 0_I '2 and (q/'(V))B'u ~ O-c , for any z ~ T, 
(vi) / fh  is the symmetrization of h,,,, =:¢p"(Vr~¢) 1,_L¢, 
~I1R,×R=~L2(TxQ), hlRz×R~ ueDom~,  
fiV(hlRz×R,) eL2(T  x f2), fir(hiRe×R, ) u ~Oom6. 
Then, 
+<v=) : +(o)+ +'(V)dV + go"(V) dJv 
dR z JRz  
,.U,.ar),"., 
+ fR (Vl(q/(E)tn=)'))'urdr a.s. 
z 
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